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Evolution to provide Live Casino turnkey solution on
BetConstruct’s Spring platform
Evolution Gaming, leading provider of Live Casino solutions, has extended its strategic partnership
with BetConstruct, the B2B gaming platform provider that currently powers 200 partners globally,
operating in multiple markets and 17 languages. As a result of the agreement, Evolution’s Live
Casino solutions will be integrated into BetConstruct’s Spring Platform.
The deal will see numerous new Live Casino solutions, all streamed from Evolution’s studios in Riga,
Malta and Belgium, added to the BetConstruct online offering.
The new solutions will include Evolution generic live tables such as multiple variants of Live
Roulette, Blackjack, Baccarat plus Casino Hold’em, and additionally 10 native speaking dealer tables
such as London, Venezia, Svensk, Deutsches Roulette and a French Roulette service streamed from
Belgium.
Vahe Baloulian, CEO of BetConstruct, said: “We have decided to enrich our Spring Platform with
Evolution Live Casino in addition to our own Live Dealer Casino solution. This is a testament to
Evolution’s quality and craftsmanship. BetConstruct’s approach is simple – we offer the highest
quality content to our operators and no provider can beat Evolution in that department. Now our
operating partners will be able to offer their players Evolution’s truly localised, rich and diverse
portfolio of games on the widest selection of tables across desktop and mobile devices.”
He continued: “By adding 10 native speaking language tables we give the end-users an opportunity
to have an even closer connection with the dealers and fellow players. This will help to build loyalty
and forge stronger relationships between our operators’ brands and their players, which is a key
focus of this new, extended localised offering.”
Jens von Bahr, CEO and co-founder of Evolution Gaming, commented: “We are naturally proud to
have been selected by a B2B provider of BetConstruct’s stature in the marketplace. BetConstruct
has an innovative and proven offering that includes market leading online and land-based
Sportsbook, Live Dealer Casino, RNG Casino, Poker, Skill Games, Virtual Betting, Financial Betting
and Fantasy Sports. Evolution’s own Live Casino offering is an exceptionally good fit with this
portfolio.”
He added: “Dynamic and innovative Evolution products such as Live Baccarat Squeeze and
Immersive Roulette enrich the existing BetConstruct portfolio. At the same time, our embedded
Mini Live Roulette will, I feel sure, prove to be a great tool to help BetConstruct operators cross-sell
the many attractions of Live Casino to their customers.”
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